
       

 

 

 

   

 

 

   

HOW CAN           
I HELP YOU 

Serving Begins by 
Asking the Right 

Questions 
Romans 12:9-16 

Getting Started Read and Reflect 

Read the Bible text listed above. 

As with many of the Apostle Paul’s letters, in Romans 
Paul presents his theology then shares how this 
theology connects with life.  In chapters 12-15 of 
Romans, Paul explains what it looks like to live God’s 
righteousness in everyday life. 

What are the marks of “true Christianity” in Romans 
12:9-16? 

 

Which of these seem easy and which seem more 
challenging? 

 

How do these verses speak to the topic of serving 
and helping others? 

 

Can you describe a 
time when you helped 
a friend in crisis?   

Describe what was 
going on inside of YOU 
as you responded. 
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In his sermon, Dan Meyer lists three ways Christians often respond to people in crisis by 
using safety strategies.  Which of these do you find yourself adopting when it comes to 
those in crisis? 

• Separation—Avoiding or “giving people space” in their time of crisis 
• Superficiality—Not talking about the crisis, pain, or needs, but keeping 

conversation light in tone 
• Spiritualizing—God is always up to something good—look for “it” 

 
 
Henri Nouwen (Wounded Healer) says that we cannot minister to one another unless we 
enter into pain with others.  Our hearts must be connected if we desire to truly help 
others.  Do you agree?  Why or why not? 
 
 
Perhaps our best serving strategies come in the form of questions that can lead to 
sincere actions.  Discuss the impact of using these questions/strategies for both yourself 
and those you may serve: 

• What do you feel is especially wrong or evil in your situation?  (Rom 12:9, 15) 
• Where are you seeing any good?  (John 1:5) 
• What would feel like help to you right now?  (Rom 12:10, 13) 

 
 
As a follower of Jesus you can expect crisis to come and opportunities to serve one 
another.  ALL are called to be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, and faithful in prayer 
(Rom 12:12). 
 
What do you take away from this study and discussion? 
 

Engage and Discuss

Next Steps 
• Do you have opportunity to apply one of the sincere and loving “strategies” in 

a current situation? 
 

• Consider sharing what you learned with another person who may be serving 
someone in crisis and encourage them in their God-honoring servanthood. 

 
• Read Romans 12:9-16 each day this week.  Journal any thoughts or insights God 

gives you as you reflect on these verses. 
 
 


